Parent suggests program

By Mary Agnes Carey

A complete awareness of the total off-campus situation by both Notre Dame students and the South Bend Mayor Roger Parent last night in Moreau Hall at Saint Mary's as part of the SMC Political Week activities.

According to Parent, the "northeast situation," the phrase members describe the recent concern of rising off-campus crime, is perceived differently by the students involved, the permanent residents of the area, and by the ND administration. "When the students think about the problem of the area, they think about it as the student problem (trash, sure everybody knew what they for twice as many on-campus Riehle's original proposal called Body of student government, Student referendum to be held Tuesday. Poned so that of student government, Student poned so that silent. That may be the best indicator about what Riehle, speaking at a student forum last night in the basement of Walsh Hall, also announced that the proposed Senate, 10 members instead of the originally proposed 24.

"Originally, the referendum as to be held today, but was post- poned so that "we could make sure everyone knew that they were voting for," Riehle said. Riehle's original proposal called for twice as many on-campus student representatives, 12 but was pared down to six because "a nine members seem too unwieldy. Eighteen people seems better," according to Riehle.

Riehle also noted that the last Student Senate, which was abolished in 1972 after failing to take a quorum to serve of its final eight meetings, was too large to be effective with a members all doctors or engineers. "We are reminded of the previous decrease anything except

U.S. offers to give surveillance information to friendly Middle Eastern countries

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States has offered to provide surveillance information to friendly countries in the Persian Gulf region to lessen the threat of air attacks resulting from the war between Iran and Iraq. The State Department yesterday the data being made available to the neutral countries is being gathered by four airborne radar command planes sent to Saudi Arabia last week to protect oilfields and other installations from any spillover from the war. These planes, known as AWACS, have a surveillance range of 250 to 350 miles and can monitor much of the strategic Persian Gulf region from Saudi Arabian or international air- space. Their principal function is to spot flights of attack planes heading for neutral countries in the region before they reach their targets. In announcing the U.S. offer to share surveillance information with other countries not involved in the war, State Department spokesman John M. Trattner said the purpose was to help meet "certain defense needs" of friendly countries. It was learned that the countries involved in the offer are the UAE and the United Arab Emirates. Both Kuwait and the sheikdoms comprising the UAE are major oil producers. Deputy Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher, in a speech Tuesday in Boston, said the administration is ready to supply aid to friendly governments which threatened by the war.

[continued on page 5]
An attempted robbery of a woman walking to the Hara-Grace residence area at 9:45 p.m. Thursday night was f rightened when the thief pulled out a pass ing motorm. Notre Dame security officialised the man, described as 5'7" in height, weighing 140 pounds and wearing a brown and black jacket, pulled a gun from his pants and demanded the woman's purse. He ran from the scene when the motorist approached, and the woman continued to her residence where she called the Security Office. — The Observer

Chrysler Corp. officials have agreed to arrange a meeting between board chairman Lee Iacocca and George R. Shedd, chairman and chief executive of Shedd's Inc., to sell its New Castle foundry. Bowen aide William J. Watt said yesterday. Bowen sent a strongly worded telegram to Iacocca on Tuesday, demanding "an immediate and detailed response from Chrysler outlining specific plans for the New Castle installation and for the employees who work there. In addition, I want a full accounting of Chrysler's intentions with regard to the workers and employes at theire other installations in the state of Indiana." The governor was concerned that Chrysler, by its decision to sell the New Castle foundry along with four other Michigan plants, had violated the terms of a $32 million loan guarantee agreement with Indiana. — AP

Toxic anaemia gas leaking from a ruptured pipe at a railroad loading platform was stopped early yesterday morning. The accident occurred in Mexico City yesterday, killing nine people and injuring at least four, a Red Cross spokesman said. The nine victims were found around the area on time by fire and police. Other authorities immediately cordoned off the area and began evacuations. The line between the area and the ammonia gas plant was stopped. Police officials, fire and other authorities were on the scene.

The Nobel Prize in literature for 1980 will be announced tomorrow by the Swedish Academy of Letters, and literary sources here said women authors are tops in the competition. The sources mentioned Joyce Carol Oates, 42, as one leading candidate. Other favored contenders were Dora Lessing of England, whose fiction dealing with women's issues has won several awards, and Nadine Gordimer of South Africa, whose recent works concern apartheid. Barker/Dawson, warmly received, the sources said. The Prize, considered by many as the world's highest literary honor, usually is announced in mid-October. Nobel prizes are awarded in physics, chemistry, literature, physiology or medicine, and peace. The 19-member academy broke the tradition yesterday by moving up the announcement date from Oct. 16 to Oct 10, with only one day's notice. Literary sources said Academy Secretary Lars Gyllensten may have changed the procedure to avoid information leaks. — AP

Sunny and mild today. Tuesday Chance of rain 10 percent today, with a high near 72.
Scholarship foundation asks Notre Dame to select candidates

By Mary Fran Callahan
Senior Staff Reporter

The Henry Luce Foundation has asked the University to nominate three scholars for the distinguished Luce Scholars Program, which enables winners to spend a year working and studying in an Asian country.

The ironic feature of the scholarships, valued at a minimum of $9,000, is that they are intended for people who have not been exposed to Asian affairs or international relations.

The Foundation selects 15 scholars from a crop of national nominees. Eligibility requirements are simply a distinguished record of academic achievement and a well-defined career objective in any field—excepting one which pertains directly to Asian affairs.

During the fall, Donald Costello, chairman of the American Studies department, the nation-wide behind the Luce program to improve America's understanding of Asia. Scholars spend one year in an Asian country and are expected to return to the United States as what Costello called "potential leaders, whose perceptions--of Asia and America and even themselves--have been significantly sharpened as a result of the experience."

The Foundation anticipates that scholars will always retain the impact of their Asian experiences as they rise within their organizations.

The Foundation has selected Notre Dame to select candidates for the program. Positions are arranged according to an individual's background and career interests.

Scholars selected are not expected to speak an Asian language. Once in their respective countries, however, they must be willing to take a course in the region's native language.

Since only 15 scholars are selected on a national level, the process of getting nominated is a competitive procedure. A spokesperson for the American Studies Office, however, said that "quite a few" people have requested the nomination applications.

Students or faculty who wish to apply for the program should obtain all the necessary documents from the American Studies Office, 339 O'Shaughnessy Hall. Completed materials should be returned to Costello by November 20.

The Foundation will select nominees in December.
U.S. Not Immune

By John Cammings

EDITOR'S NOTE: As the recent assassination of a UN diplomat in New York suggests, Third World political terrorism is now being played out on American soil with increased frequency and boldness. Federal efforts to cap the mounting violence have met with uniform failure, reports John Cammings, a New York journalist currently completing a book on Cuban political terrorism in the U.S.

NEW YORK—On Sept. 11, the Cuban exile group that calls itself Omega 7 escalated its level of anti-Castro terrorism in the United States by killing a Cuban diplomat in broad daylight as he drove along a busy street in New York City.

The assassination—the first of a UN diplomat on U.S. soil—was brutal, but it was also symbolic. Anyone who had followed the history of terrorism in the U.S. in the last half dozen years realized that the date was chosen as carefully as the target. The murder took place on the seventh anniversary of the overthrow of Chilean Marxist President Salvador Allende.

The FBI, which had made a great deal of the obvious fact that Omega 7 had become emboldened enough to go after a diplomat, but it did not, of course, mention its sad record of failure in trying to stem an escalating wave of Third World's bloodletting on U.S. soil.

The tempo of terrorism has been rising in recent years. The neo-Nazi Cuban nationalists have left a bloody wake with their pipe bombs in post offices and airports. And since 1976, there have been two political murders in Washington D.C.—one world capital that always considered itself immune from this kind of nasty business. In that year, Orlando Letelier, the former Chilean ambassador to the U.S., was murdered with a bomb in downtown Washington.

And last July, a former Iranian diplomat was killed in the Washington suburb of Bethesda by assassins reportedly in the employ of the Khomeini regime.

But the most endemic terrorism problem has been the fanatic Cuban exiles—many of whom have received support from the U.S. government in the early 1960s.

Recent public assertions the thesis that giving "top priority" to rooting out the terrorists has been greeted with what can kindly be described as skepticism. Concerned Cuban exiles granted upon whom the Cuban terrorists usually prey, consider the federal policy to be one of benign neglect. The killing of a diplomat and the bombing of a Russian mission to the UN last December are but a fraction of the Cuban exile terrorism during the past decade—terrorism that includes nine murders or attempted murders and hundreds of incidents of violence and bombing.

Even the FBI office on Miami was bombed and, after four years, that case has not been solved.

The failure to act or the lack of any meaningful federal commitment to stop this kind of violence becomes even more difficult to understand when federal agencies insist they have known for years who is behind Omega 7.

Jerome Sanford, a former federal prosecutor in Miami, tried for three years to get his superiors in Washington to undertake a major effort against a rising wave of terrorism in Miami. His efforts were met with silence and inaction.

Today, Sanford believes that it was more than just the weight of Justice Department bureaucracy that buried his best efforts. There simply had to be complicity involved," Sanford said early this year after he resigned in disgust. "I was trying to make a concerned effort against terrorist activity in South Florida. In a way, without being too romantic, I was kind of like King Arthur in Camelot. I tried to pull together a group of good men, a lot of good people in a round table so that we could work for one common end. And lastly, by a Khomeini regime, I feel in a sense betrayed, because there were others who felt I should not have the information I needed.

Street level FBI agents privately tell the same story, as do local law enforcement officers: "We all have trouble with the feds," says one. New York City police official "And without them we can't solve cases like this. It is giving our men a hard time. As the diplomatic's murder. All we can do is go through the motions and build paper palaces with our reports."

New York police are severely limited in this kind of investigation, for the assassins find ready refuge across the Hudson River in New Jersey. There, among large Cuban political terronsm in the...
Saint Mary's holds informational meeting for all interested in College Bowl

by Mary Leavitt
Saint Mary's News Editor

Saint Mary's will hold an orientation meeting tonight at 6 for students and faculty wishing to participate in this year's College Bowl, the intercollegiate quiz game. The meeting will be in the Student Affairs Conference Room, LeMans Hall. Applications for College Bowl will be distributed, and the game's rules and regulations will be clarified. Lisa Schulte, campus College Bowl coordinator, explained that students may sign up in teams or individually. Competition takes place at the intramural, regional and national level. The intramural winner will be the all-star team representing Saint Mary's in regional play. Schulte hopes to send a team to the regionals at Southern Illinois University in February.

Schulte said that Saint Mary's needs not only competitors, but also score and time keepers, publicity workers, and committee members to implement the intramural program. In addition, students and faculty members are invited to submit quiz questions for practice sessions.

“I hope to see more teams this year than the eight we had last year,” Schulte commented. “I also hope to see more students and faculty involved in the Bowl, either by coaching a team, working with the set-up of the program or even participating as an audience.”

The registration deadline for College Bowl is October 29. At that time, coaches may pick up their guidelines in the Student Activities office. Practice sessions will be held October 30 through November 4, and competition times and dates will be posted on November 6.

... Change

our own ideas because they've always gotten us the C.L.C."
Riehle also reemphasized
"we haven't and won't send
anybody to the C.L.C." Without
students, the C.L.C. does not have
the necessary quorum, and in
effect does not have any power
or function at this time.
Riehle said he intends to ask the
Board of Trustees to invest the
Student Senate with the same
legislative power that the C.L.C.
has. That would require the
University's vice president of
student affairs to accept or reject
amendments submitted and give
a recommendation. The present
Board of Commissioners, which
the Student Senate would re-
place, has no such capability.
If approved, the new Senate
should be operational by
November, according to Riehle.
The proposed Senate would consist of the present
Board of Commissioners (the
SU VP, the SBVP, the SU director,
the SU treasurer, the HPC
chairman, the OH-Campus
Council chairman, plus two
representatives from the HPC),
along with an additional HPC
representative, the three class
presidents, plus four on-campus
and two off-campus students
elected by the student body.
Each of the four on-campus
representatives will be chosen
from four districts that are
tightly similar in population
and geographic location. How-
ever, the arrangement of the
districts is tentative at this time,
according to Riehle.
Tuesday's referendum must
have at least 50 percent partici-
pation by the student body, and
two-thirds of those voting must
approve of Riehle's proposals for
the referendum to pass. Tech-
nically, the referendum is an
amendment to the present con-
stitution, but Riehle said, "What
we're really doing is putting in
a new constitution in one amend-
ment."
For the first time, some off-
campus students will have the
opportunity to vote near their
residences. Campus View resi-
dents will be able to vote at
Campus View, and off-campus
students with a 46617 zip code
can vote at Notre Dame
Apartments. Those who do not
live either of these two areas
can vote in LaFortune during
lunch and dinner.
On-campus students will vote
in their halls.

"And it says here airplanes use the Dome to take sights from, so they're
paid to keep it so shiny."(Photo by Helen O'Har)
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American automakers seek import controls

By Glenn Ritt  
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON—To listen to Japanese automakers these days, American cars are as noisy as a dentist's drill and most Japanese cars, as smooth as a Toyota or a Nissan.

But the picture from Japanese quarters is actually part of a strategy to try to avert import controls which the United Auto Workers and Ford Motor Co. worry slapped on Japanese cars and trucks now streaming into the United States.

The tough issue came before the federal International Trade Commission yesterday; its decision could affect Detroit's shaky future, its joblesslessness and relations with a steady Asian ally.

Specifically, Ford is seeking an import limit of 1.7 million cars and 260,000 light trucks annually for five years. In the single year 1979, imports of Japanese vehicles alone exceeded those numbers.

Ford claims such restrictions would increase domestic sales by 3.9 million to 3.4 billion, raise car company earnings by 15 billion to 18 billion and expand domestic employment by 170,000 to 240,000.

The panel's recommendation to President Carter, expected by late November, will be based on powerful statistics:

* Japan's share of U.S. auto imports jumped from 33.6 percent in 1975 to 62 percent during the first half of 1980; light truck imports rose from 46.7 percent to 66.7 percent.

* Japan's portion of all car and truck sales in the United States increased from 8 percent in 1975 to 15.1 percent last year to 16.3 percent in the first half of 1980.

* Japanese car companies, operating at virtually full capacity the last two years, exported 47 percent of their output production.

* At the same time, U.S. automakers produced at only 70.3 percent of capacity in 1979 and even less in 1980. Actual U.S. car production hit a 9-year record of 14.2 million last year and 14.1 percent during the first six months of 1980. The drop in light truck production was worse, falling to 90 percent in the first half of 1980 from the same period last year.

* Detroit claims the onslaught of Japanese vehicles has helped devastate the domestic auto industry.

Industrywide, three out of every 10 autoworkers are laid off, about 85 auto part plants are closed and more than 900 car dealers have gone out of business, according to Ford.

"Japanese producers are taking much of the U.S. market for these vehicles and producing on overtime, while U.S. tax payers are being uncompensated benefits to American workers on layoff," Ford said in its petition to the ITC.

Japanese automakers say this figures the issue, that escalating imports are the consequence, not the cause, of Detroit's agony.

"The Japanese say that simply filled a vacuum that Detroit—due to poor planning and events beyond its control—could not fill. They support their argument with quotes from U.S. auto officials, Congress and the ITC itself.

"When the price of gasoline doubled in just over a year—from 65 cents in early 1979 to $1.30 by June 1980—demand for big, high-powered cars dried up almost overnight, replaced by demand for small, fuel-efficient autos.

"The U.S. auto industries ability to satisfy the rapid shift in demand was less than adequate," the ITC said in a staff report last month.

"Detroit's problems intensified this year when credit controls and a sharp jump in interest rates deterred car sales. Interest on car loans in 1978 averaged about 11 percent; this May, it exceeded 15 percent.

"This helped bring on the recession, which in turn cut further into sales. Meanwhile, double-digit inflation persisted, further eroding personal incomes.

"Nissan Motor. Corp., maker of the Detroit's new small cars—such as Chevrolet's Citation, Chrysler's K-Cars and Ford's Escort—will make U.S. auto­ makers competitive against imports.

"Detroit's small cars such as Cater's K-Cars and Ford's Escort may make the U.S. auto industry a breathing spell to catch up. The task before the ITC is to assess the precise impact of Japanese imports on Detroit's woes."

"If the weak overall demand for autos that has been evident in recent periods fails to recover significantly, tariffs or quotas would be much less effective in restoring the health of the U.S. industry," the ITC staff report said.

Campus Interviews
TI Corporate Facilities

What You Need
You should have a BS or MS degree in one of the following:

Architecture Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering

What We Do
The TI Corporate Facilities organization is a group of professionals responsible for layout, engineering and designing the building and facilities systems necessary for manufacturing and testing TI products around the world.

Areas of Activity
Facilities Engineering, including design of systems such as:

- Air conditioning and ventilating;
- Direction of plant equipment installation, operation, maintenance and control;
- Efficient and environmental control, waste-handling equipment and systems;
- Electric power and lighting;
- Energy management and conservation systems involving computer control and monitoring, thermodynamic analysis of energy systems, computer modeling, boiler heat recovery systems; evaluation of new energy sources;
- Process manufacturing equipment installations;
- Special process utility generation and distribution facilities such as pure water, exotic gases, high pressure fluids; vacuum;
- Facilities computer-aided design;
- Planning plant site acquisition, site occupancy and factory space rearrangement;
- Responsibility for facility appearance through development of building layouts and detail occupancy plans;
- Trade-off analyses of capital investments and rearrangement plans;
- Working with operating groups to develop moving and rearrangement projects to solve space problems due to company growth, improve material flow and manufacturing operations.

Live in Dallas

Enjoy the facilities afforded by the country's 8th largest city, including 20 colleges and an abundance of entertainment. At the same time, take advantage of Dallas' low cost of living and no state income tax.
... Hillenbrand

[continued from page 1]

saying people to talk to the companies," said Hillenbrand. The common response that they received was that the companies could not get guarantees in Indiana because of the location, and other necessities for industry.

The nine-points program of the senior Hillenbrand would include a 100% guaranteed fund, which would return the investment the state makes in tax breaks to new industries just getting started. The program would also include targeting business incentives for companies in the Midwest and targeting high growth potential industries.

Another early warning system would be established to warn the state when a company is in trouble.

Also, the program would have an after-tax rate of return statistic, done county by county, for a company to use for comparison with other counties and states. The program would also include close cooperation between the governor and the city and county officials.

Hillenbrand's association with popular governor Otis Bowen will be an obstacle that Hillenbrand must overcome. "If we can't separate Orr and Bowen we will be in trouble," said Hillenbrand. Orr is trying to create the image that he is the 'son of Bowen' and Bowen has been the most popular rating with Democrats. What we have yet to do is point out that in the areas where Orr is responsible there is no leadership.

The basic objections has been that the candidate Hillenbrand has with the strong administration are in the areas where Orr has been responsible, and the people have dealt with the economic situation of the state and energy policies.

But in the case that our economic problems are the responsibilities and the faults of the previous administration.

Saint Mary's fencers to meet

There will be a preliminary meeting for all those wishing to join the Saint Mary's fencing team at 7 p.m. in Angela Athletic Facility. Novice practice will begin Monday 13 at 7 p.m. in Angela. For more information call Sharon Moore at 5143 or Ann Hendrick at 9250.

... Money

[continued from page 1]

One aide, emphasizing that negotiations with the banks are continuing, said half in jest "What the banks won't do the people will." The ads, likely to begin late January 1, he's just not going to renew the vows I made 10 short years ago when Franco Harris and I were in our prime.

... Terror

[continued from page 4]

exile communities, they find protection, in part out of sympathy, but largely because the exiles fear the assassins.

They are merely hoodwinked wrapped in the Cuban flag," says one prominent Cuban exile leader in New Jersey who asked for anonymity. A proven "Success to Cuba," said Hillenbrand since he is from a small town and has been very successful in administrative experience, according to his son. He has also been the first and only chairman of the Department of Natural Resources, under four governors.

"My father constantly has to have a challenge," said Hillenbrand of his father. "He's a competitor and likes a challenge whether it's in businesses or sports. He was never satisfied to sit back after an accomplishment. He's a workaholic. He's not necessarily a politically oriented leader in that he will always take the expedient course. When he's in charge whether it's on a tennis court or in business you're going to see things happen."

... Parent

[continued from page 1]

Regarding the responsibility for the safety of students involved in off-campus crime, Parent stated the student population has been "forced off campus, allowing landowners to jam students into housing, charge higher rates, but offer less security." He added the ND Administration form a corporation to oversee student housing conditions and be offered city assistance in the establishment of such a program.

According to Parent, the proposed group must develop strategy for dealing with both off-campus crime and housing problems.

Speaking of the Corby's situation, Parent explained that the city is "not out to close the bars, but out to make the bar owners operate decent places" by forcing owners to adhere to restrictions which require customers, and their drinks, to remain inside the bars. Parent noted that the city is "not coming down very hard at all" on Corby's, but instead is concerned with the safety of students, bar operations, amounts of litter and trash in the area, and area residents.

"The strength of that area," Parent explained, "lies in the permanent residents. If the area develops into total student housing, we're in big trouble."

To alleviate the overcrowding of local bars and the related problems this situation causes, Parent stated that "noahke keutters should be allowed on campus." South Bend City Attorney Richard Hill agreed that "we'd really like to see the University as less of a silent partner in this." When questioned if he would allow his daughter to live off campus, "Parent stated he would allow her to live in the area, yet he would advise her to "stay away from Corby's, be careful about walking alone at night," and he would install "reinforced windows and sturdy locks" in her apartment.

Parent explained that the city would assist students and administrators in an inspection of off-campus housing to form a list of recommended apartment houses, but only if the city received endorsement and cooperation of the ND Administration.

Later, in an interview with The Observer, Parent explained his absence at a recent meeting between ND administration officials to discuss off-campus crime. He said that it is "difficult for people to understand" that he cannot be directly involved in many important issues, but he also noted that when he assigns attendance at such meetings to his staff members, he delegates "the people that speak for me, my absence at any particular meeting means nothing, really."

Concerning the allocation of $30,000 to the South Bend police department, Parent explained the money was being used to replenish the department's overtime fund, in order to encourage officers to work overtime for the department instead of obtaining another job for additional income. The overtime hours, according to Parent, are used to replace hours lost by officers on vacation or off-duty due to illness, as well as increased patrols in the northeast area.

Parent attributes the rise in off-campus crime to the larger number of students in the area and the higher unemployment rate, now between 11 and 12 percent. "Students are more vulnerable. They're easy targets," Parent stated.

In response to Corby's spokesman Harold Rowley's charge that Parent was "conspiring" to close down the "fivepoints" area, Parent termed Rowley's charges as "baloney." "Nobody is conspiring with anybody. I've been trying to get the bars to operate properly there for years. If he thinks that started January 1, he's just not being realistic," Parent said.
Thanks for "The Notre Dame Family"

To the Notre Dame Community,

On behalf of myself and my family, I would like to express our deepest gratitude to all those people, and especially to the students of the Student Government, for their support during my illness and hospitalization. Your prayers, cards, and gifts have provided us with strength and comfort throughout the many long weeks. I wish I were possible to thank each of you personally and to let you know how your support gave me the strength to keep on fighting. I know now the true meaning of the phrase "the Notre Dame family." Again, I wish to express my thanks to you all.

Liz Ditmyer

Do N.D. security guards protect students?

Dear Editor,

In the October 1 issue of The Observer you printed an article about the plight of a former security guard, Steve Marzocan, who claimed he was forced to resign from the employ of the University of Notre Dame because he was subjected to harassment by his fellow guards, who felt he was getting too friendly with the students here.

When asked to comment on Mr. Marzocan’s statements, Glenn Terry, the Security Director, did not even try to deny the charges, but merely tried to push them under the bureaucratic rug by labeling them "no longer important."

But they are important, Chief Terry, for they pertain in an uncomfortable direct way to the welfare and the happiness of this community. The issue is not whether Notre Dame was able to protect its name by finding some legal loopholes at an Indiana Employment Security Commission hearing, or whether the Marzocan case occurred six months or six years ago.

The issue is whether Marzocan is telling the truth or not. Do members of our undermanned, poorly trained, meagerly paid, practically unarmed and, in some cases, poorly led ( uncomfortably direct way to the bureaucracy rug by labeling them "no longer important." Thus he continues) force harbor antagonisms or grudges against the Notre Dame against body? And are they enabling them so psychologically warped that they were willing to go out of their way to make life miserable for one of their members just because it was his habit to smile or wave at Notre Dame students as they went past the main gate? And now, in the face of rising campus and off-campus crime, are such people running this school's security and pretending that they are there to protect the very people they are clearly就是要 protecting.

The fact that this paper could recently report that a security guard in an Indiana high school reported a major theft only lends credence to Mr. Marzocan’s allegations. Something seems wrong in the security shack, and it would be well worth taking an investigation before some or all of us become the victims of tragedy.

Gregory W. Urwin

Elect God

Art Buchwald

WASHINGTON — God really went all out during the election year. There was a time when TV preachers devoted programs to telling us how angry God was with the way we were behaving in our private lives, which of course it always was.

But now we’re being told that God has a vested interest in whom we put in public office, and some fundamentalist sects known as the "Moral Majority" are spending loads of money to defeat anybody whose voting record doesn’t go along with their interpretation of the Bible. They are calling for a holy war against those who are the ERA, abortion, school busing and against God’s buster.

I always thought the nice thing about God was that he stayed out of American politics. But after watching the TV shows for the past few weeks, I was beginning to wonder.

So I spoke to the God the other night. I asked, "Who are you going to vote for this year?"

God seemed very angry. "I’ve never taken sides in an American election."

"But there are lots of people down here who say you want Reagan."

Art Buchwald is a syndicated columnist occasionally secreted on The Observer’s editorial page.

by Garry Trudeau

"That’s ridiculous, I hardly know Reagan, I just saw him in his movies.

But the Bible thumpers keep quoting you all the time. They say you’ve definitely made your mind up and we all feel the same way right now we’re heaped for damnation.

But all the respect to those people, they don’t know what in the hell America is doing. They are timed and time again that I don’t give political endorsements. If I did, I wouldn’t be God. I have a good mind to sue them for using my name.

"I don’t blame you," I said. "And I for one never believed them when they told me you were on the political issues."

"That scares me," God said, "that these TV ministers are not only telling the American people whom I support but they’re raising all their money in my name. They keep saying the out of my way.

"I don’t deal in money — never have and never will. But they’re telling people all over the world that if they don’t come up with a contribution they won’t have salvation. I appreciate it if you would put the word out that anyone is free to come to God and ask for money. I’m a TV minister but my money isn’t buying me a place in heaven. It’s berth Hackensack, and private airplanes and $500 suits for the people who are making the pitches."

"God, you sound mad."

"I am mad. I’m trying to keep the whole world from blowing up and I’m having a few problems."

"What’s your only concern?"

"It’s telling people all over the world that if they don’t come up with a contribution they won’t have salvation. I appreciate it if you would put the word out that anyone is free to come to God and ask for money."

"I can’t do it. I believe in the separation of church and state. I’ve tried to keep America out of World War 1776 and that’s why you people are all around. I’m sorry. I have to go now. I have the Major Moral on hold."

Elect God

by Garry Trudeau
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The right not to fight leads to no rights at all

Dear Editor,

Marjorie Brasili, in your article entitled "A Form of Patriotism," you suggest that the conscientious objector, by disobeying an "unjust" civil law to fight, is preserving the right of the individual, the right to live and follow his own beliefs. You suggest that the U.S. should "lay down their arms voluntarily" to start a trend toward peace. You suggest that Americans should en masse refuse to fight in a war, thus creating an incentive to avoid war.

I suggest that you wake up. Suppose for a minute that the U.S. did as you suggest. Suppose we abandoned our arms, suppose each individual refused to fight. The result would be that tomorrow morning the Russians would invade the Eastern seaboard and "convert" us to Communism. Then where would be the rights of the individual, "the right to live and follow his own beliefs"?

By asserting your "right" not to fight, you will have lost every single freedom and right that your life is based upon. We would no longer have free newspapers. We would no longer be allowed to go to college if we wanted. (Why, in Moscow, the people were overjoyed when the Olympic Games brought with them an ample supply of soap and toilet paper.) You have the "inalienable" right to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, religious freedom, etc... only because our construction says you have those rights.

By refusing to stand up and fight for those rights you will lose them. And don't think that the Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian Russians won't attack. Let me give you a glimpse of the real world. We are right now, militarily we are not first. Our country has been held at bay for a year by a mob of Iranian

They are massing along the Polish border for an apparent offensive. They are undertaking the largest build up of arms ever. Their history is filled with lies to the U.S. in Russia, what is morally right is what is good for the state, even if that means our own lives. Nobody likes war. However, the best way to prevent war is not to disarm, but to be too strong for any country to fight us. As analogy: Who is more likely to get mugged while walking across campus Bob Crable or Joe Pipsequel? Might doesn't make right, but if we have the might, we can ensure that everyone has rights.

John Dulan

Discipline brings forth peace and justice

Dear Editor,

May I offer a few thoughts concerning the "when is the university going to treat us like grown-ups" debate, referred to in Mr. Anthony Walton's editorial on Oct. 6.

First of all, it occurs to me that the truth of the situation is that "grown-up" is not something that happens to you over the night of your 18th birthday, or 21st either. It is a "becoming" and it takes time, experience, and is best accomplished with some wise guidance. When you are 19, I think you will look back and realize just how much you lacked at 18, 19, or 21.

One must also keep in mind that rules are made for whole groups of people. If it were otherwise, those few who truly are more mature and adult could expect more individual freedoms which would then be prudently used. However, in dealing with large numbers, various needs and stages of development must be taken into consideration. In the end, some may find it too binding, still for others it may be more than they can prudently handle. But one is expected to bend to the authority of the community, be it family, school, etc...

One other point - Walton seems outraged that the university should assume its jurisdiction reaches to wherever the location of the Notre Dame formal dance happens to be. I propose that it is reasonable to assume that where their name is displayed, that the university has obligations not only to you as a student, but to us, the tuition-paying parent. Would this not come under Ann Landers' standard advice that so long as one is under "the roof of responsibility", one must abide by that establishment's rules made according to their good conscience and values. Frankly, I doubt that most of the student body would want a "no holds barred" university. Perhaps you incorrectly assume their lack of defiance is apathy. Allow me to close with a quote from one wiser than I: "At the time it is administered, all discipline seems a cause for grief and not for joy, but later it brings forth the fruit of peace and justice... (Heb. 12:11)."

"The truth is that rules are not fetters to freedom but rather guides to Liberty and Happiness."

John Dulan

Inventories
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"Blessed are the humble"

Dear Editor,

Dillon Hall's advertisement is Monday's edition of The Observer which informed the student body of that hall's demonstration of generosity through the United Way drive calls to mind a quote from an obsolete book which I stumbled across the other day.

"Peace, dear neighbor, is like the hypocrites! They love to stand up among the houses of worship and on the street corners, so that everyone will see them. I assure you, they have already been paid in full. But when you pray, go into your room, close the door, and pray to your Father, who is unseen. And your Father, who sees what you do in private, will reward you. (Mt. 6:5-6)

The final line of this advertisement which proclaims "We're all in this together!" irresistibly attempts to present this arrogant self glorification as an effort to unify the student body in the United Way drive. This reinforcement of inter-hall antagonism and alienation also reminds one of the words of a very wise man: "Dame with faint praise, avert with rapt leer, And, without sneering, teach the rest to sneer." - Pope, Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot Congratulations Dillon Hall. No, better yet, thanks a lot.

The world has a right to expect peace

Dear Editor,

I shout "yes" to Marjorie Brasili's October 6 editorial on conscientious objection.

If we don't struggle now for peace and justice, we will find ourselves later struggling against violence and injustice. To ignore the former struggle in favor of the latter is not only lazy, it is irresponsible. The world's people have a right to expect that peace will someday come.

One society can live at peace with its neighbors only if its individuals live at peace with each other, remembering the petty vengeances, resentments and cruelties that mar human life. The peaceful man moves out of the neighbor who insults him; the peaceable woman hates not the one who snubs her. They right injustice, and enrich the lives of the people around them. They live peace, they breathe peace, they are peace.

-Mike DelFerri
Features

Scary Monsters

David Bowie

RCA

Scary Monsters returns the ever-unfolding David Bowie to the people who regard Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars one of the greatest popular recordings in rock history. Bowie's bouncing, bounding career piles brick upon brick upon the numerous avenues of glitter-television/sexual/progressive/ classical rock music has created a aura of uncertainty about the man, who refuses to be pinned down by either press or his fans. Nobody really knows what kind of music Bowie will produce on any one project, or what kind of success the albums will have on the charts. This has proven maddening to recording executives, who prefer a stable and reliable product, and to record buyers, who always expect one album to sound pretty much like the last one the artists recorded. But for Bowie, the name of the game is experimentation. Not only has he embraced the avant-garde composer moved from rock to soul to progressive art and jazz to neo-noir to disco to God-knows-what else faster than one can sneeze, but he has also embarked on filmmaking and acting ventures, art exhibitions, including this one, and in the end he is starring in the Broadway hit, "The Elephant Man." Truly, here is a multifaceted and unpredictable artist who refuses to be bound by the ties of popular music.

Unfortunately, this free-wheeling attack on rock's numerous styles has, over the years, alienated a great deal of Bowie's once wide audience generated from his art-rock classic, Ziggy Stardust. On the other hand, Bowie has designed and superbly executed a career of musical experimentation. It is Ziggy Stardust grown up, more serious, and as varied and surprising as Bowie's entire career, and in the process gained him a massive audience. This album doesn't just rehash old formulas. Rather, it takes sad isolation of a mythical musician and conveyed this idea came experiments with soul and classical rock music has created an aura over the years, alienated a great deal of executives, who prefer a stable and reliable product, and to record buyers, who refuse to be bound by the ties of popular music.

The best cut on the album, "El Becks," backs back to Beck's days on The Who. He's doing the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back. The best cut on the album, "El Becks," backs back to Beck's days on The Who. He's doing the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back. The best cut on the album, "El Becks," backs back to Beck's days on The Who. He's doing the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back. The best cut on the album, "El Becks," backs back to Beck's days on The Who. He's doing the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back.

One thing all Beck's solo albums, including this one, have in common is the lack of their lack of this unrecorded voice on Blow by Blow. This is a valid omission since his guitar talks for itself. As Beck is quoted in Rolling Stone, "Like a song with real voices, like Otis Redding. This is a musical album. Beck goes from the frazzled ends of the road and time the Yardbirds broke up. Let's just say Jeff Beck was at the top of his profession.

The new album is impelling simply because it's a Jeff Beck LP and you know that every note is genuine. From a man who was viewed as iconoclastic but seriously by Hammer's band. This album marketed the exit of one of rock's biggest stars. And if it's anything else, away from the fuzzed ends of the road and time the Yardbirds broke up. Let's just say Jeff Beck was at the top of his profession.

The new album is impelling simply because it's a Jeff Beck LP and you know that every note is genuine. From a man who was viewed as iconoclastic but seriously by Hammer's band. This album marketed the exit of one of rock's biggest stars. And if it's anything else, away from the fuzzed ends of the road and time the Yardbirds broke up. Let's just say Jeff Beck was at the top of his profession.

That's the entry submitted by Gene Zychowicz (then known as Christine McVie) on the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back.

1975. This week's quiz has to do with albums. Whose Steel Slabs album was released only a few months after its predecessor, yet contains two songs which were on the first album? What was the name of the album? What was the album's name? What was the album's name? What was the album's name? What was the album's name? What was the album's name?

9. An unreleased Mothers of Invention album reportedly contains a cut which was recorded when New York policemen broke into the recording studio in the middle of a session - and no one bothered to shut off the tape recorder. What was to be the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back?

10. It was the first album by a rock band to be recorded, in its entirety, in color television. What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra?

1. Offered another toughie last week. However, I offer no apology, since I happen to know that my entry wins the top of the page submitted by Joe Delaney of Fisher Hall. He will receive his winnings in the mail short­ly. (The correct answers from last week's quiz can be found below this week's quiz question.)

2. At one point in time the Yardbirds broke up. Let's just say Jeff Beck was at the top of his profession.

3. This Rolling Stones album released in 1979 on the charts.

4. What was the last Rolling Stones album released in 1979 on the charts.

5. What was the first album released by the Doors after the death of Jim Morrison?

6. This album ended up as the number one album of the year in both 1974 and 1975.

7. The first solo album recorded by any member of the Rolling Stones?

8. What was the album's name?

9. An unreleased Mothers of Invention album reportedly contains a cut which was recorded when New York policemen broke into the recording studio in the middle of a session - and no one bothered to shut off the tape recorder. What was to be the name of this unreleased three-utterly low key blues and you have the present value of Tere and Back?

10. It was the first album by a rock band to be recorded, in its entirety, in color television. What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra? What was the name of the album, the name of the rock band, and the name of the orchestra?
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Howdy - 45 With 54 With
2 Crony 46 Rights 58 Assumes a
3 Sea-bound 47 Trapped 69 Do and me
4 Saltine 48 Trapped 70 Do and me
5 Acryl 49 Fencing 71 Don
6 Menthol 50 Degrader 72 Bruce
7 Brown 51 Cannab 73 Luck of
8 Indian 52 Book of 74 Doughboys:
9 Certain 53 Success 75 abbr.
10 Progeny 54 With 76 abbr.
11 Colonial 55 Refugees: 77 abbr.
12 Stale 56 Cannabis 78 abbr.
13 Abbr. 57 Endorsed: 79 abbr.
14 New Delhi 58 Assumes a
15 Site 59 Juries 80 abbr.
16 Little 60 Name in China
17 Indonesian 61 Level of
18 Indian sum 62 Name in Chinese
19 United 63 Floor
20 Service 64 Landing
21 49 Academy: 65 Tuscany:
22 45 Academy: 66 comb. form
23 Point of 67 - to a
24 Land 68 Bridal path
25 Sunrise 69 Knopp works
26 Longfellow 70 Endorsed:
27 50 Degrader 71 Do and me
28 54 With 72 Bruce
29 Daullng 73 Luck of
30 Academy: 74 Doughboys:
31 Declare 75 abbr.
32 Innocent 76 abbr.
33 Escalator 77 abbr.
34 46 Rights 78 abbr.
35 Indonesian 79 abbr.
36 Irish 80 abbr.
37 44 Sister 81 abbr.
38 43 Fencing sword
39 Isle 42 Book of
40 minib 43 Fencing sword
41 City 44 Sister
42 Time abbre.
43 Irish 46 Rights
44 Sister 49 Academy:
45 City 50 Degrader
46 Rights 51 Cannab
47 Trapped 52 Book of
48 Trapped 53 Book of
49 Academy: 54 With
50 Degrader 55 Refugees:
51 Cannab 56 Cannabis
52 Book of 57 Endorsed:
53 Book of 58 Assumes a
54 With 59 Juries
55 Refugees: 60 Name in China
56 Cannabis 61 Level of
57 Endorsed: 62 Name in Chinese
58 Assumes a 63 Floor
59 Juries 64 Landing
60 Name in Chinese 65 Tuscany:
61 Level of 66 comb. form
62 Name in Chinese 67 - to a
63 Floor 68 Bridal path
64 Landing 69 Knopp works
65 Tuscany:
66 comb. form 70 Endorsed:
67 - to a 71 Do and me
68 Bridal path 72 Bruce
69 Knopp works 73 Luck of
70 Endorsed: 74 Doughboys:
71 Do and me 75 abbr.
72 Bruce 73 Luck of
73 Luck of 74 Doughboys:
74 Doughboys: 75 abbr.
75 abbr. 76 abbr.
76 abbr. 77 abbr.
77 abbr. 78 abbr.
78 abbr. 79 abbr.
79 abbr. 80 abbr.
80 abbr.

Down
1 5 10 15... Bars
2 Leading 5 10 15... Bars
3 Trapped 5 10 15... Bars
4 Trapped 5 10 15... Bars
5 Bar 5 10 15... Bars
6 Bar 5 10 15... Bars
7 Bar 5 10 15... Bars
8 Bar 5 10 15... Bars
9 Bar 5 10 15... Bars
10 Bar 5 10 15... Bars

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:
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Campus

11 a.m.-12 p.m., suvon show, educational media, all faculty and staff invited, library lounge.
12 p.m., meeting, italian club, italian speaking profs invited, faculty room, south dining hall.
1:30 p.m., blood donations, keenan and stanford.
4:15 p.m., speaker, david ockenden, british conservative authority, business administration, "the history and role of a new conservation," 124 hayes-healy.
7 p.m., film, smc art dept., canadian, experimental film of the 70's, the american federation of arts, 232 moreau.
7 p.m., computer mini-course, computing center, sas basics, cmmb, call 2811 to register.
7 p.m., speaker, jean mahulich, "ins and outs of campaigning and running for office," carroll hall.
7-9:15, 11:30 p.m., film, "the fury," engineering aud.
7:30 p.m., german cinema, "the triumph of the will," washington hall.
8 p.m., speaker, prof. edward pesen, city u. of n.y., history dept., "the surprising social backgrounds of the presidents," galvin aud.
8 p.m., faculty recital, jeffrey jacob, dept. of music, smc piano, smc little theatre.
8 p.m., speaker, dr. eugene j. bozem, nd, english dept., reading from his novel, "at the still point" plus short fiction, open to all, smc museum.
9 p.m., workshop, psych services, campus security, officials of student affairs, "working against rape," speakers, films, hang-out, open to all, cce aud.
9 p.m., greg butler, admission free, jazz.
-- exhibit, louise pierucci holeman, fiber and paper, morau gallery.
-- exhibit, photo graphics, hammers gallery.

Molarity

ARE YOU GOING TO VOTE FOR EUGENE McCARTHY HUH??

O.K., AH..AH.. YEAR OF CO-COURSE...SURE YOU BETTER?

YOU OK ??

YEP

Peanuts

I CAN'T CONCENTRATE MARIE..ALL I CAN THINK OF IS THAT KID CALLING ME GOLF BALL NOSE?

DON'T LET IT BOther YOU SIR...READ YOUR BOOK AND PUT IT OUT OF YOUR MIND

Michael Molinelli

WHO IS EUGENE McCARTHY ??

DON'T MENTsON HE EDGAR BERGMAN'S DUMmY ?

Charles Schulz

Peanuts

MARCIE

POST SIR, DID HE MENTION ANY PRAtICAl BREAD OF GOLF BAll ?

Tonic at LEES

Bar-B-Q/Brew Special
5-10 p.m. $100 OFF
Any Pitcher of Beer
with Food Purchase
Saturday Open
Immediately
Following the Game
Irish field hockey team to defend 3-0 home record

by David Wilson
Sports Writer

Having completed a very successful week of action away from home, the Irish field hockey team looms a respectable 7-2 record going into today's match against Goshen on Carrier Field. The Goshen game is the first of an important four-game homestand on the AstroTurf.

Friday the team meets St. Mary's in the eighth game of the annual rivalry. Compiling a 3-2 record, the Irish have dominated the series since its beginning. The homestand will be completed with matches against Valparaiso and Marion next Monday and Thursday, respectively.

Should Notre Dame defeat Valparaiso, according to team manager Nina Deleone, the Irish will be guaranteed a bye in the first round of the upcoming state tournament, which begins October 30th.

The team rounds out the regular season with its final six games on the road.

Recent action included a 4-1 double-overtime win over Taylor.

"Jean Grasso and Pat Crowley were instrumental in the win," said Deleone, "and Debbie Rastal did a super job as goalie."

The last weekend's tournament at Depauw, Notre Dame again stretched a match into double-overtime before finally losing to the host club.

The Irish went on to win the consolation game against Lake Forest 1-0, powered by the fine play of Kathy Rae. Rae scored the lone goal in the game, assisted by Pat Crowley.

And finally, in what Deleone termed a "dull but important game," the team defeated Kalamazoo in Michigan last Tuesday on a single goal by Diane Tournery.

"We're finally jelling as a team," said first-year coach Jan Galen. "The team has been working hard and we're finally starting to score consistently."

Thus, armed with their recent success on the road, the Irish bring momentum into the Goshen match today, as they defend an unblemished 3-0 home record.

---

[continued from page 10]

ed situation in the bottom of the ninth.

Puhl opened the 10th with a single to right and the Astros, playing by the book, had Enos Cabell sacrifice the runner to second. Before Cabell's successful bunt, he popped up a ball that Philadelphia first baseman Pete Rose barely missed with a desperate dive.

With Puhl at second, the Phillies chose to walk Joe Morgan, who had hurt them earlier with a leadoff double in the eighth. But the next batter was Cua, Houston's underrated left fielder and the leading RBI man on the team.

He had delivered Morgan from second with a single in the eighth and came through again with another hit, scoring Puhl with the go-ahead run. Right fielder Bake McBride, trying for the runner at the plate, threw wildly and the Astros had men on second and third.

The Phillies made a big bid to win the game in the bottom of the ninth, loading the bases with one out on consecutive singles by Bake McBride; Mike Schmidt and Leonnie Smith, who had entered the game an inning earlier as a pinch-runner for Greg Lonke.

In last weekend's double-overtime win, Cabell did a super job as pitcher.

The series resumes here tonight with New York's Rusty May, 15-5, opposing Kansas City's Dennis Leonard, 20-11. A third game will be played in New York on Friday night with the fourth and fifth games, if necessary, Saturday and Sunday in Yankee Stadium. The Royals Stadium crowd of 42,596 was the largest in Kansas City's baseball history.

In the 11 previous AL play-offs, the winner of the first game has gone on to the World Series, winning 1-0 as late as 1977.

Thus, armed with their recent success on the road, the Irish bring momentum into the Goshen match today, as they defend an unblemished 3-0 home record.

---

[continued from page 16]

by Bake McBride, Mike Schmidt and Leonnie Smith, who had entered the game an inning earlier as a pinch-runner for Greg Lonke.

The series resumes here tonight with New York's Rusty May, 15-5, opposing Kansas City's Dennis Leonard, 20-11. A third game will be played in New York on Friday night with the fourth and fifth games, if necessary, Saturday and Sunday in Yankee Stadium. The Royals Stadium crowd of 42,596 was the largest in Kansas City's baseball history.

In the 11 previous AL play-offs, the winner of the first game has gone on to the World Series, winning 1-0 as late as 1977.

Thus, armed with their recent success on the road, the Irish bring momentum into the Goshen match today, as they defend an unblemished 3-0 home record.

---

[continued from page 16]

by Bake McBride, Mike Schmidt and Leonnie Smith, who had entered the game an inning earlier as a pinch-runner for Greg Lonke.

The series resumes here tonight with New York's Rusty May, 15-5, opposing Kansas City's Dennis Leonard, 20-11. A third game will be played in New York on Friday night with the fourth and fifth games, if necessary, Saturday and Sunday in Yankee Stadium. The Royals Stadium crowd of 42,596 was the largest in Kansas City's baseball history.

In the 11 previous AL play-offs, the winner of the first game has gone on to the World Series, winning 1-0 as late as 1977.
The Pittsburgh Steeler Religion

My dad introduced me to the game of football many years ago when I was much too young to realize all the implications of being a bona fide fan. At first I couldn't understand what it was about the game that held such hypnotic appeal for the old man, who would sooner miss a meal than miss a single play. But I played the role and went along with all of it, tagging behind to high school games and college games and kneeling reverently in front of the television during those New Year Day quadruple-headers while impatiently counting the "one Mississippi—one two Mississippi" seconds that slowly clicked off the scoreboard and never quite figuring why I was doing it or why the hell they stopped the clock every time some idiot ran out of bounds.

And it went on that way until two very significant things occurred that forever changed my outlook on football and, consequently, on life: I turned 12 and the Pittsburgh Steelers drafted Franco Harris. (Looking back on it now, I guess drafting Harris was a little more important than turning 12.)

It was 10 years ago and it is just like yesterday that I was sitting in Scott Petrac's basement watching Franco carry the reborn Steelers to the AFC Central division crown. Darrell Brown was there with his brother, Brad, and Art Kundla and Dennis Ditto and life for all of us was never the same after Saturday.

When they won, we were in heaven. Watching Franco run was like doing it yourself. We were all turned 12 and the outlook on football and, consequently, on life: I

But when they lost, life was unbearable. The game would end and no one would speak, just turn off the television, grab your coat and head for home. Thankfully they only lost three games that season.

But that was the beginning—or the end—for me. I had become a hopeless football addict, drawing a fix every Sunday and a quick pick-me-up on Monday nights. I don't think about how it was before. In fact, I can't really remember...

Or maybe I just don't want to.

I can hardly believe that this fall the Steeler season tickets have been sold out for years past eight years and I never missed a game until I came to Notre Dame. Sunday mornings before home games were the greatest with breakfast at the Villa Rosa, located right next to the stadium and inevitably jammed with Steeler fans who have but one thing on their collective mind: "We got a war on our hands, fellas, and we're all in this together."

Do you see, the brotherhood forged at the stadium is unique. For three or four hours the concerns of the everyday world are left at the turnstiles. Inside there is no talk of inflation or oil prices, Carter's ineptitude or Iran. The fans at the stadium have no problems to worry about.

"How's Bradehaw's shoulder?"

"Can Stabler avoid the rush?"

"What's the wet field gonna do to Payton?"

"Are they still lines in the restroom?"

"Race barriers are crossed, religious differences are forgotten..."

Religion? Hell, the Packers are a religion!
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Injuries

(continued from page 10)

but he won't be at full strength," according to Devine. Duerson, a sophomore from Muncie, Ind., suffered a badly sprained ankle against Michigan three weeks ago, and missed the MSU contest last Saturday.

6. Starting offensive tackle Phil Prouzenec has been listed as "probable" for Saturday's contest. The 6-9, 256-pound junior suffered an arm contusion at Michigan State last week, but is not considered serious.

7. Offensive guard Robb Gagnon, who has filled in admirably for Tim Huffman in the latter's absence, is also a probable starter. Gagnon, a junior who has had a history of ankle problems, sustained a contusion of his leg in the Michigan game.

8. Starting defensive tackle Don Kidd slightly bruised his knee in the MSU game, but will probably start this Saturday's contest.

9. Reserve quarterback and placement holder Tim Koegel, who also missed last week's game against the Spartans, is listed as questionable for Saturday. Koegel, a senior, suffered a neck injury in a practice session last week.

9. Starting defensive end Joe Gramke, who hurt his shoulder in practice last week, is also questionable for the Miami game.

10. Reserve split end Dan Stone, brother of running back Chris Stone, suffered a bad case of the yips last week.

11. Reserve split end Dan Stone, brother of running back Dan Stone, who underwent surgery this morning in his hometown of Seattle, Wash., for torn cartilage in his knee. Dan, a 5-10, 170-pound junior, who was injured in the MSU game, will miss the remainder of the 1980 season.

12. Reserve defensive end Tony Belden, also injured against the Spartans, will be out of action for the next four to six weeks with a badly sprained knee. The 6-2, 221-pound junior hopes to return in time for the Alabama showdown November 15.

Once again, as was the case last season, the Irish are experiencing key injuries to key personnel. Whether or not these assorted aches and pains are a factor Saturday remains to be seen. But whenever one faces a team who is well-coached and well-prepared, it is best to be at the fullest strength possible. The Irish, it seems, are not.

Conrad Terrien
speaks on the
Myth of Overpopulation
Quest for title begins

by Kelly Sullivan
Women's Sports Editor

The last time Sharon Petro took a Notre Dame tennis squad to state competition, they walked away with the crown. The year was 1978. The Irish ladies posted a 5-1 state en route to their Division III title.

Petro took a year’s absence from the courts in 1979. That season she was busy guiding Notre Dame’s women’s basketball squad to a 20-10 mark, and Indiana’s Division III state championship. That season, the tennis squad rolled to a sparkling 9-1 record, but fell short of the state title, finishing runner-up instead.

This season, Notre Dame moved up to division II. And Petro moved back to the tennis courts.

Her Irish have amassed 13 victories against only one loss this fall. Her tournament magic appears to be in working order for tomorrow, when she will lead the Irish contingent into Division II state competition as the team to beat.

She is busy guiding Notre Dame’s top team. But I expect to do very well. This team has given me no reason not to expect that," Petro says.

Checking the squad’s 1980 scorecard, it is easy to see why Petro’s expectations are anything but modest.

The talented junior also suffers from the courts in 1979. That season she was busy guiding Notre Dame’s women’s basketball squad to a 20-10 mark, and Indiana’s Division III state championship. That season, the tennis squad rolled to a sparkling 9-1 record, but fell short of the state title, finishing runner-up instead.

This season, Notre Dame moved up to division II. And Petro moved back to the tennis courts. Her Irish have amassed 13 victories against only one loss this fall. Her tournament magic appears to be in working order for tomorrow, when she will lead the Irish contingent into Division II state competition as the team to beat.

"I’m a little nervous," she admits. "We’ve never gone into the state tourney as the top team. But I expect to do very well. This team has given me no reason not to expect that." Petro says.

For as long as she can remember, people have had an impossible time telling Stasia Cronin and her doubles partner apart. Because for as long as she can remember, Cronin has played with her twin sister Laura. Cronin no longer has that problem.

This fall, when Laura decided to forego her senior season, Cronin stepped in to come up with a new partner. So she decided to play with junior Carol Schuster. The new partners are as different in appearance as night and day. But the brown-haired Cronin, who stands 5-11, insists that her new partner is a statuesque blonde, who towers above her at 5-2.

"After tryouts were over, people were starting to pick their partners, and Stasia didn’t have one. I knew she was a good doubles player, so I asked her if she wanted to give it a try," Cronin says, who admits that her new partner is a statuesque blonde, who towers above her at 5-2.

But you can’t argue with success, and Cronin and Ovremskey certainly have had their share. The pair has compiled a 6-1 mark since unseating Carol Schuster and Carol Shuster at the number-three doubles slot.

"I played singles for almost my entire high school career, but when I came here, I played doubles because I had a better chance of getting into the lineup that way," Cronin says.

"You usually play your top two players at singles lineup, but I never quite made it," Cronin says.

"Playing doubles is a lot of fun, but I like singles better because it’s more of an accomplishment," Cronin adds.

In its infinite wisdom, the AlA W has ruled that the state tandem is eligible to advance to regional play, as opposed to last year’s format which sent the top two tandems—putting an even greater emphasis on the second triple.

"I don’t think that’s much of a problem for us," says Cronin. "For one thing, we’ve always done well in the state tournament in the past, and we’ve always stressed a team effort.

"Whatever players aren’t playing at the time are always watching the other matches, especially when somebody is having a hard time. We’ve never even had to talk about the team concept."

Cronin simultaneously dismisses the importance of her position as captain of the tandem.

"I think the biggest thing about it is that I can tell everyone on the team, even people that you might not otherwise get along with," she says.

"I try to talk with everybody on the team as much as I can, but I don’t think of myself as the captain or see myself as a step above everybody else. Most things have gone very well so far—the team really works together on its own."

While Petro might downplay the significance of her captain’s job, her impact on the squad isn’t lost on head coach Sharon Petro.

"She does a tremendous job of leading by example," says Petro. "She’s very mature and very responsible. She doesn’t try to realize how important her leadership is says a lot about how smoothly our season has gone. And she deserves a lot of the credit for that."

"More than anything else, though, Cronin would like credit for helping the Irish to the Division II state championship tomorrow and Saturday." Petro says.

"We’re really confident, but in the back of my mind, I have this fear that maybe we won’t be able to do it," she says. "This whole week has been very tense. I want to do well this week and then prove that we can do well at regionals."

"Whether she realizes it or not, she’s been playing a big role in every success the Irish enjoy. And now that her identity crisis is solved, maybe she’ll get the credit she deserves."

In Indiana AIAW Division II State Tournament, Indianapolis, IN Friday and Saturday October 10th and 11th

Irish line-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAYER</th>
<th>SINGLES DOUBLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Schuster, Sr.</td>
<td>12-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Gusick, Sr.</td>
<td>13-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Fascelli, Jr.</td>
<td>15-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Shuster, Jr.</td>
<td>19-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Legay, Jr.</td>
<td>7-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stasia Ovremskey, Jr.</td>
<td>20-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shasta Stasia</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Cronin, Sr.</td>
<td>12-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Beth Butters</td>
<td>9-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 1980 Notre Dame women’s tennis team.
**K.C., Houston win Royals over Astros**

**PHILADELPHIA (AP)** — Slap-hitting Terry Puhl, who earlier drove in two runs with a single and a double, ignited Houston's winning rally with a three-run home run in the ninth inning as the Astros defeated the Minnesota Twins 7-2 for a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five American League Championship Series.

The victory sent the series back to the Astrodome for Sunday's decisive third game. Puhl's home run was his fifth of the year.

The Twins had taken a 2-1 lead into the ninth with four straight singles by Steve Stone, Ron Davis, Cliff Berry and Ron LeFlore.

Puhl, who started the game in the on-deck circle, homered off Ron Guida with one out in the ninth for his ninth career home run.

"We knew we had to come back in the ninth," said Twins manager Frank O'Connell. "But we just couldn't get the job done."

The Twins had scored their fourth run of the game in the sixth inning on a double by Ron Davis and a sacrifice fly by Brian Harper.

But the Astros scored three more runs in the ninth, with a single by Gene Tenace and another by Ron Davis.

Twins starting pitcher Jack Morris pitched 8 2/3 innings, allowing three runs and six hits. He struck out eight and walked three in the loss.

Astros starting pitcher Joe Rudi allowed eight hits and three walks in seven innings.

**Multiple injuries plague Notre Dame's line-up**

by Clif Noel/Portland Phoenix

The Notre Dame football team, while acquiring three victories in its first three games this season, has also acquired a number of nagging injuries to key players. And as Notre Dame approaches one of its toughest games of the season this Saturday against 11th-ranked Miami (Fla.), these injuries may finally begin to take their toll.

Following is the lengthy casualty list, complete with respective injuries and chances for playing on Saturday:

1. It was announced yesterday that junior strong safety Steve Cichy, who chipped a vertebrae on the opening kickoff against Purdue, has been "rehabilitated" and will not play for the remainder of the 1980 season in making the announcement.

Head Coach Dan Devine cited "conflicting medical opinions" regarding a possible reinjury to Cichy's neck as the reason for the decision.

"Before Steve's injury, I rated him as one of the three players on our team," Devine said. "But he was more than a player. He was like an extension of the coaching staff on the field. I know his final two years will be great ones."

2. Cichy, a 6-2, 215-pounder from Fargo, N.D., was understandably disappointed by yesterday's turn of events. "Sure, it's a disappointment," he said, "especially since this is Coach Devine's last year here. It just seems like they (the doctors who examined him) were playing by my mind. First I was told I couldn't play, and then the "experts" said that I could. Now they say I can't again."

Those "experts" that Cichy referred to were the physicians from the renowned Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., who examined him last week and gave him a clean bill of health, thereby allowing him to resume work-outs.

Cichy now has two years of eligibility remaining, because NCAA rules permit a player injured in the first two regularly scheduled games to return the season's eligibility.

2. Hallback Phil Carter, currently the second leading rusher in the country, suffered a badly bruised thigh and other assorted bruises in last Saturday's victory on Michigan State's concrete-hard astroturf. Devine said yesterday that it will be "another day or two" before it is known whether Carter will be in the lineup Saturday.

Carter, a sophomore, has been on crutches and in and out of the infirmary all week long, and has not practiced at all this week.

3. Tight end Dean Maaszk sustained his left ankle in yesterday's practice on Carter Field. As of last night, it was not known how serious the strain is, or Maaszk's status for the Miami game.

4. Senior offensive guard Tim Hoffman, who had been penciled in as a starter this week after missing the first three contests with a broken foot, underwent that same foot practice yesterday, and is doubtful that he will see action on Saturday.

5. Starting centerback Dave Freeman will play (on Saturday).